Abstract. We solve the Neumann problem, with nontangential estimates, for higher order divergence form elliptic operators with variable t-independent coefficients. Our results are accompanied by nontangential estimates on higher order layer potentials.
for m ≥ 1 a positive integer. The study of such operators, for 2m ≥ 4, is still fairly new. However, some results are known in the case of constant coefficients; see, for example, [DKPV97, Ver05, She07, MM13b] for some results related to those of the present paper. In this paper we will consider coefficients A that are variable, but are bounded, elliptic, and t-independent in the sense that (1.2)
A(x, t) = A(x, s) = A(x) for all x ∈ R n and all s, t ∈ R.
Such t-independent coefficients have been studied extensively in the second order case. In particular, layer potentials have been used extensively in this case; see [HKMP15, HMM15a, HMM15b] for some recent examples. In [BHM17a, Bar17] we generalized layer potentials to the higher order case; we will continue to use them in the present paper.
The main result of the present paper (see Theorem 1.14 below) is existence of solutions to the Neumann problem (1.3)
and the rough Neumann problem (or subregularity problem)
(1.4)
whereṀ + A denotes the Neumann boundary value operator (given in the second order case by − e n+1 · A∇, and by formula (1.10) below or by [Bar, formula (2. 16)] in the general case), and where N + denotes the modified nontangential maximal operator; this is the natural sharp estimate on solutions to boundary value problems. This work builds on our earlier results [BHM17c, BHM17a, BHM18] , in which we established well posedness in terms of the Lusin area integral. We will solve the problems (1.3-1.4) by establishing nontangential bounds on the double layer potential; we will in the process establish nontangential bounds on the single layer potential.
1.1. Solutions to the Neumann problem. We begin by reviewing the history of the Neumann problem with L 2 orẆ 2 −1 boundary data. In the case of harmonic functions, solutions to the problem ∆u = 0 in Ω, ν · ∇u = g on ∂Ω,
N Ω (∇u) L 2 (∂Ω) ≤ C g L 2 (∂Ω)
for an arbitrary bounded C 1 domain Ω were constructed using the method of layer potentials in [FJR78] . Here ν denotes the unit outward normal vector to ∂Ω, and N Ω denotes the standard nontangential maximal function N Ω F (X) = sup{|F (Y )| : Y ∈ Ω, dist(Y, ∂Ω) < 2|X − Y |}.
By the divergence theorem, if ∇u is continuous up to the boundary, ν · ∇u = g on ∂Ω, and ∆u = ∇ · ∇u = 0 in Ω, then (1.5)ˆ∂ Ω ϕ g dσ =ˆΩ ∇ϕ · ∇u for any smooth test function ϕ. The left hand side converges provided only that ∇u is integrable up to the boundary; thus, if ∆u = 0 in Ω then we say that ν ·∇u = g on ∂Ω in the weak sense if the above equation is satisfied for all nice test functions ϕ.
The L 2 Neumann problem for harmonic functions was shown to be well posed in bounded Lipschitz domains in [JK81] , and in [Ver84] it was shown that the solution to the Neumann problem may be written as a single layer potential. In [KP93] , Kenig and Pipher solved the Neumann problem in starlike Lipschitz domains for operators of the form (1.1) of second order, (that is, with 2m = 2,) with real symmetric radially independent coefficients; essentially the same argument establishes well posedness of the Neumann problem for operators with real symmetric t-independent coefficients in the domain above a Lipschitz graph.
In the case of second order equations (but not higher order equations), a simple change of variables allows one to pass from the the half space R n+1 + to a domain above a Lipschitz graph. This change of variables preserves t-independence. Thus, much recent work in the second order case has considered the Neumann problem in the half space (1.6) ∇ · A∇u = 0 in R n+1
where the Neumann boundary values M If u and A are sufficiently smooth, then M + A u = − e n+1 · A∇u = ν · A∇u. If the coefficients A are real, symmetric, and t-independent, recall that well posedness of the problem (1.6) was established in [KP93] . This problem is also known to be well posed for certain classes of complex t-independent coefficients. If A is complex and constant, then the problem may be solved using the Fourier transform. Well posedness of the Neumann problem in R n+1 + in the case where A is a t-independent matrix in "block" form follows from the resolution of the Kato square root problem in R n established in [AHL + 02]. See [Ken94, Remark 2.5.6] and [AAA + 11, AAH08] for a discussion of block matrices. Well posedness was extended from the case of block matrices to that of block lower triangular matrices in [AMM13] .
Furthermore, well posedness of the L 2 Neumann problem in the half-space was shown in [AAA + 11, AAM10] to be stable under t-independent L ∞ perturbations; in particular, if A is t-independent and close in L ∞ to a constant matrix, a variable self-adjoint matrix, or a variable block or block lower triangular matrix, then the Neumann problem is well posed.
The Neumann problem with L 2 boundary data is known not to be well posed for arbitrary real nonsymmetric coefficients; see the appendix to [KR09] . (One of the two main results of [KR09] is that the Neumann problem with L p boundary data, for p > 1 sufficiently small, is well posed in R In [AM14, Section 11], it was shown that if A is real or if the ambient dimension n + 1 = 3, (or, more generally, if all solutions u to either div A∇u = 0 or div A * u = 0 satisfy the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser condition of local Hölder continuity,) then solvability of the L 2 Neumann problem (1.6) implies solvability of thė
. Note that in this case, the estimates on solutions are given not in terms of nontangential maximal functions, but in terms of area integral estimates. (See formula (2.6) below for a definition of A + 2 .) In a few cases, (see also the Dirichlet problem (D2) in [AAA + 11] and Dirichlet problems in [AMM13, Theorem 6.6] and [AM14, Section 11],) it has proven more convenient to solve boundary value problems posed with area integral estimates; however, it is much more common to phrase well posedness in terms of nontangential estimates.
We now turn to the higher order L 2 Neumann problem. Higher order Neumann boundary values may be constructed as a generalization of the second order Neumann boundary values given by formula (1.7).
In [CG85, Ver05, Agr07, Ver10, MM13a] , the Neumann boundary values of a solution u to Lu = 0 in Ω, with ∇ m u locally integrable up to the boundary, were essentially given by (1.8)
An integration by parts argument gives a precise formula for M Ω A u in the case where u, A and Ω are sufficiently smooth; see [CG85, Ver05] in the case where L = ∆ 2 is the biharmonic operator, and [MM13b, Proposition 4.3] for general constant coefficients.
The biharmonic L 2 -Neumann problem
was shown to be well posed in [CG85] in planar C 1 domains, and in [Ver05] in Lipschitz domains of arbitrary dimension. Even in the case of general constant coefficients the Neumann problem is not known to be well posed for L 2 boundary data (although see [Ver10] for some general discussion of this case and [Agr07, MM13b, MM13a, Bar] for the case of boundary data in a Besov space).
In [BHM17c, BHM18, Bar17, Bar], we used the formulation 
By equality of mixed partials, the components of ∇ m−1 ϕ must satisfy certain compatibility conditions; thus, this is not a dense subspace of the set of arrays of distributions, and soṀ + A u as given by formula (1.10) lies in a quotient space of the space of tempered distributions.
However, we have preferred the formulation (1.10) to the formulation (1.8) because the different components ofṀ In [BHM18], we established well posedness of the L 2 andẆ 2 −1 Neumann problems. Specifically, suppose that L is an operator of the form (1.1) associated to coefficients A that are bounded, t-independent in the sense of formula (1.2), selfadjoint in the sense that A αβ (x) = A βα (x) for all |α| = |β| = m, and satisfy the ellipticity condition
for all ϕ smooth and compactly supported in R n+1 and all t ∈ R. Then by [BHM18, Theorems 1.7 and 1.11], the Neumann problem
and the rough Neumann problem (1.13)
, then there is a solution w or v to the problem (1.12) or (1.13), and this solution is unique up to adding polynomials of degree m − 1. ByṀ + A w ∋ġ we mean thatġ is a representative of the equivalence classṀ + A w given by formula (1.10); that is, if we replaceṀ + A w byġ, then formula (1.10) is true for all ϕ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ). In the problem (1.13), the gradient ∇ m v of the solution v is not assumed to be locally integrable up to the boundary; it is only assumed to satisfŷ
As mentioned above, in this case the notion of Neumann boundary value of formula (1.10) must be modified somewhat; we refer the reader to [BHM17b,  Thus, one of the two main results of this paper is the addition of nontangential estimates to the higher order Neumann problem. Theorem 1.14. Suppose that L is an elliptic operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated with coefficients A that satisfy A L ∞ (R n ) = Λ < ∞ and the ellipticity condition (1.11), are t-independent in the sense of formula (1.2), and are selfadjoint, that is, satisfy
, and let w and v be the solutions to the problems (1.12) and (1.13), respectively.
There is a constant C, depending only on Λ, the ambient dimension n + 1, order 2m of the operator L, and the ellipticity constant λ in the bound (1.11), such that
Recall that v is unique up to adding polynomials of degree m − 1. There is some such additive normalization of v that satisfies 
, respectively, used in [BHM18] (see Definition 2.9 below). Theorem 1.14 then follows from the bounds Thus, nontangential bounds on layer potentials are of independent interest. The following theorem is the second main result of this paper; note that Theorem 1.14 follows from Theorem 1.15, and in particular from the bounds (1.18) and (1.19).
Theorem 1.15. Suppose that L is an elliptic operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated with coefficients A that satisfy the ellipticity conditions (2.2) and (2.3) and are t-independent in the sense of formula (1.2).
Then there is an ε > 0, depending only on the dimension n + 1, the order 2m of the operator L, and the constants λ and Λ in the bounds (2.2) and (2.3), with the following significance.
If 2 − ε < p < 2 + ε, then there is a constant 
L (∂ j hė ζ ) whenever 1 ≤ j ≤ n and α = ζ + e j ; thus, formula (1.17) gives a bound on the standard single layer potential with inputs in a negative smoothness space.
We now summarize the known bounds on higher order layer potentials. We will use these bounds to establish the nontangential estimates of Theorem 1.15. By definition (see formulas (2.11) and (2.13) below), we have the bounds
The main result of [BHM17c] is that the double and single layer potentials extend by density to operators that satisfy the bounds
In [BHM17a, Theorem 1.6], it was shown that ifḟ ∈ẆA
Finally, in [BHM17a, Theorem 1.13], the bound (1.21) was extended toġ ∈ L p for some p < 2, and a bound on S L ∇ was established. Specifically, it was shown that there was some ε > 0 such that, if 2 − ε < p ≤ 2, then there is a
Observe that these known bounds all involve inputs in L p for p = 2 or p < 2. In the course of proving Theorem 1.15, we will also establish the following area integral estimates for inputs in L p with p > 2.
Theorem 1.25. Let L and Abe as in Theorem 1.15. Then there is an ε > 0 such that, if 2 < p < 2 + ε, then there is a constant
In a forthcoming paper, we will show that the bounds (1.28) and (1.29) extend to the case 2 − ε < p < 2 (that is, we will establish the analogues to the bounds (1.23) and (1.24) for the double layer potential).
The theory of layer potentials for higher order operators is still relatively new, and thus to our knowledge the above represents a nearly comprehensive survey of bounds on layer potentials for operators of order 2m ≥ 4 with t-independent coefficients in the half-space. (Some additional bounds on
for k large enough, were established in [BHM17a] and used in [BHM17b] .) However, the theory of variable coefficient higher order operators builds on the extensive and well developed theory of second order operators (that is, the case 2m = 2) and the reasonably well developed theory of constant coefficient higher order operators.
In the special case of constant coefficient operators (in particular, in the theory of harmonic functions) in Lipschitz domains, boundedness of layer potentials follows from boundedness of the Cauchy integral on Lipschitz curves; the Cauchy integral was famously bounded by Coifmann, McIntosh and Meyer in [CMM82] . Layer potentials for the Laplacian −∆ were used in [FJR78, Ver84, DK87, PV92, FMM98, Zan00], for the biharmonic operator ∆ 2 in [CG83, CG85, Ver05, MM13a] , and for general higher order constant coefficient equations in [Agm57, MM13b] .
In the case of second order operators with variable t-independent coefficients, bounds on layer potentials were established in [KR09, Rul07, Bar13] in two dimensions for real (or almost real) coefficients.
Turning to higher dimensions, in [AAA + 11] the p = 2 cases of the bounds (1.16) and (1.26) were established for operators of order 2m = 2 with real symmetric t-independent coefficients, and a stability result under L ∞ perturbation was established. (The authors also established numerous more specialized bounds on layer potentials.) In [Ros13] , Ròsen showed that layer potentials coincide with certain operators appearing in the theory of semigroups investigated in [AAH08, AAM10, AA11]. In particular, numerous bounds in the p = 2 case follow.
The theory of boundary value problems and layer potentials for second order operators was subsequently investigated extensively in the case where L = − div A∇ and L * = − div A * ∇ satisfy the De Giorgi-Nash-Moser condition; this condition is always satisfied if the ambient dimension n + 1 satisfies n + 1 = 2, if n + 1 = 3 and A is t-independent, or if 2m = 2 and A is real valued. In these cases, it is often possible to establish at least some bounds on layer potentials using the theory of Calderón-Zygmund operators with kernels that satisfy Littlewood-Paley estimates. See, for example, [KR09, Section 4] or [AAA + 11, Section 8]. In particular, the p = 2 = 2m case of the bounds (1.26) and (1.16) on the single layer potential S L were established in [GdlHH16] directly using T b theorems, without recourse to the theory of semigroups used in [Ros13] . Building on this bound, the 2m = 2 case of all eight of the bounds (1.16)-(1.19) and (1.26)-(1.29) may be found in [AM14, HMM15b, HMM15a, HKMP15] for a fairly broad range of p.
Finally, returning to the theory of semigroups, if 2m = 2 then these eight bounds were established in [AS16, Theorem 12.7] without assuming the De Giorgi-NashMoser condition, that is, using only boundedness, ellipticity and t-independence of the coefficients.
1.3. Outline. The organization of this paper is as follows.
In Section 2 we will define our terminology. In Section 3 we will recall some known estimates on solutions that we will use extensively throughout the paper, and will prove a few lemmas involving the nontangential and area integral estimates of a general solution u to Lu = 0. In particular, given the known area integral estimates (1.20)-(1.24) and the nontangential estimates of Theorem 1.15, most of the work involved in establishing the area integral estimates of Theorem 1.25 is contained in Lemma 3.20. Section 4 will be devoted to the nontangential bounds (1.16) and (1.17) on the single layer potential (and modified single layer potential). Section 5 will mainly be concerned with establishing the nontangential estimate (1.18) on the double layer potential; the bound (1.19) (and the area integral bounds (1.28) and (1.29)) follow fairly quickly once this bound is established. We remark that we will establish area integral bounds (1.26) and (1.27) on the single layer potential in Section 4 using the nontangential bounds(1.16) and (1.17), and will use these nontangential bounds in order to establish preliminary estimates on the double layer potential.
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Definitions
In this section, we will provide precise definitions of the notation and concepts used throughout this paper.
We will work with elliptic operators L of order 2m in the divergence form (1.1) acting on functions defined on R n+1 . As usual, we let B(X, r) denote the ball in R n of radius r and center X. We let R n+1 + and R n+1 − denote the upper and lower half-spaces R n × (0, ∞) and R n × (−∞, 0); we will identify R n with ∂R
is a cube, we will let ℓ(Q) be its side-length, and we let cQ be the concentric cube of side-length cℓ(Q). If E is a set of finite measure, we let
then the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function Mf is given by
where the supremum is over all cubes Q ⊂ R n with x ∈ Q. If E is a measurable set, we will let 1 E denote the characteristic function of E; that is, 1 E (x) = 1 if x ∈ E and 1 E (x) = 0 if x / ∈ E. We will use 1 ± as a shorthand for 1 R n+1 ± . 2.1. Multiindices and arrays of functions. We will routinely work with multiindices in (N 0 ) n+1 . (We will occasionally work with multiindices in (N 0 ) n .) Here N 0 denotes the nonnegative integers. If ζ = (ζ 1 , ζ 2 , . . . , ζ n+1 ) is a multiindex, then we define |ζ| and ∂ ζ in the usual ways, as |ζ| = ζ 1 + ζ 2 + · · · + ζ n+1 and
xn+1 . We will routinely deal with arraysḞ = F ζ of numbers or functions indexed by multiindices ζ with |ζ| = k for some k ≥ 0. In particular, if ϕ is a function with weak derivatives of order up to k, then we view ∇ k ϕ as such an array. The inner product of two such arrays of numbersḞ andĠ is given by
IfḞ andĠ are two arrays of functions defined in a set Ω in Euclidean space, then the inner product ofḞ andĠ is given by
We let e j be the unit vector in R n+1 in the jth direction; notice that e j is a multiindex with | e j | = 1. We letė ζ be the "unit array" corresponding to the multiindex ζ; thus, ė ζ ,Ḟ = F ζ .
We will let ∇ denote either the gradient in R n , or the n horizontal components of the full gradient ∇ in R n+1 . (Because we identify R n with ∂R n+1 ± ⊂ R n+1 , the two uses are equivalent.) If ζ is a multiindex with ζ n+1 = 0, we will occasionally use the terminology ∂ ζ to emphasize that the derivatives are taken purely in the horizontal directions.
Elliptic differential operators.
Let A = A αβ be a matrix of measurable coefficients defined on R n+1 , indexed by multtiindices α, β with |α| = |β| = m. Iḟ F is an array indexed by multiindices of length m, then AḞ is the array given by
We let L be the 2mth-order divergence form operator associated with A. That is, we say that
Throughout we consider coefficients that satisfy the bound
and the Gårding inequality
for some Λ > λ > 0. (The stronger Gårding inequality (1.11) will not be used in the proof of Theorem 1.15 or 1.25; it was used only in the statement and proof of Theorem 1.14.)
The numbers C and ε denote constants whose value may change from line to line, but which are always positive and depend only on the dimension n + 1, the order 2m of any relevant operators, and the numbers λ and Λ in the bounds (2.3) (or (1.11)) and (2.2).
Function spaces and boundary data.
Let Ω ⊆ R n or Ω ⊆ R n+1 be a measurable set in Euclidean space. We let C ∞ 0 (Ω) be the space of all smooth functions that are compactly supported in Ω. We let L p (Ω) denote the usual Lebesgue space with respect to Lebesgue measure with norm given by
If Ω is a connected open set, then we let the homogeneous Sobolev spaceẆ p k (Ω) be the space of equivalence classes of functions u that are locally integrable in Ω and have weak derivatives in Ω of order up to k in the distributional sense, and whose
. Two functions are equivalent if their difference is a polynomial of order k − 1. We impose the norm
Then u is equal to a polynomial of order k − 1 (and thus equivalent to zero) if and only if itsẆ
We will need a number of more specialized norms on functions. The modified nontangential operator N + was introduced in [KP93] and (in the half space) is given by
: s > 0, y ∈ R n , |x − y| < s .
We will also use a two-sided nontangential maximal function, which we define as
Finally, we will use the Lusin area integral operator A + 2 given by 
We remark that if ∇u is locally integrable up to the boundary, then Tr ± u exists, and furthermore Tr ± u coincides with the traditional trace in the sense of Sobolev spaces.
We are interested in functions with boundary data in Lebesgue or Sobolev spaces. However, observe that if j ≥ 1, then the components ofṪr ± j u are derivatives of a common function and so must satisfy certain compatibility conditions. We thus define the following Whitney-Lebesgue, Whitney-Sobolev and Whitney-Besov spaces of arrays that satisfy these conditions. Definition 2.9. Let D = {Ṫr m−1 ϕ : ϕ smooth and compactly supported in R n+1 }. 1/2 (R n ); this norm may be written as
It is widely known thatḟ ∈ẆA 2 m−1,1/2 (R n ) if and only ifḟ =Ṫr
Recall that Theorem 1.14 is concerned with Neumann boundary valuesṀ + A u of solutions u to Lu = 0. However, as discussed at the beginning of Section 1.2, Theorem 1.14 follows from Theorem 1.15 and the proof of [BHM18, Theorems 1.7 and 1.11], and thus we will not use any particular properties ofṀ + A u in the proof; in this case we refer the reader to [BHM18, Section 2.3.2] for a definition ofṀ
In the proof of Lemma 5.1 below we will use some properties ofṀ − A from [Bar17] and [BHM17b] . In these cases we refer the reader to [BHM17b] 2.4. The double layer potential and the Newton potential. In this section we define the double layer potential mentioned in Theorem 1.15.
We begin by defining the related Newton potential. For anyḢ ∈ L 2 (R n+1 ), by the Lax-Milgram lemma there is a unique function
. We refer to the operator Π L as the Newton potential. Now, suppose thatḟ ∈ẆA 
The operator F → Ṫ r m−1 F,ġ R n is a bounded linear operator onẆ 2 m (R n+1 ), and so by the Lax-Milgram lemma there is a unique function
See [Bar17] . We remark that this definition coincides with the definition of S Lġ given in [BHM17c, BHM17a] . This defines S L as a bounded operatorḂ
As observed in [BHM17a, formula (2.23)], ifġ ∈Ḃ 2,2 −1/2 (R n ) and if |α| = m, then for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 we have that
where E L is the fundamental solution for the operator L constructed in [Bar16] . By the bound [Bar16, formula (63)] (reproduced as formula (3.7) below), for almost
1/2 (R n ). Thus, the right hand side converges provided
As in [BHM17a, formula (2.27)], if |γ| = m − 1, then we define
We will see (Lemma 4.4 below) that ifḣ ∈ L 2 (R n ), then the integral converges absolutely for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 , and the functions ∂ γ S L ∇ḣ given by formula (2.15) are indeed derivatives of a commonẆ
Preliminaries
In Section 4, we will establish the bounds (1.16), (1.17), (1.26), and (1.27) on the single layer potential. In Section 5, we will establish the bounds (1.18), (1.19), (1.28), and (1.29) on the double layer potential. In this section, we will collect some known results and establish some preliminary estimates that will be of use in both Section 4 and Section 5.
3.1. Regularity results. We begin by recalling some known regularity results for solutions to elliptic differential equations.
The following lemma is the higher order analogue of the Caccioppoli inequality. It was proven in full generality in [Bar16] and some important preliminary versions were established in [Cam80, AQ00] .
Lemma 3.1 (The Caccioppoli inequality). Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Let u ∈Ẇ 2 m (B(X 0 , 2r)) with Lu = 0 in B(X 0 , 2r). Then we have the bound
for any j with 1 ≤ j ≤ m.
We next state the higher order generalization of Meyers's reverse Hölder inequality for gradients. The k = 0 case of the bound (3.3) was established in [Cam80, AQ00] . The k ≥ 1 case was established in [Bar16] and is a relatively straightforward consequence of the k = 0 case and the Gagliardo-Nirenberg-Sobolev inequality.
Theorem 3.2. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Let X 0 ∈ R n+1 and let r > 0. Suppose that u ∈Ẇ 2 m (B(X 0 , 2r)) with Lu = 0 in B(X 0 , 2r). If k is an integer with 0 ≤ k ≤ m and 2k < n + 1, then there is a number p
for some constant C p,q depending only on p, q and the standard constants. Lemma 3.5. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Let t ∈ R be a constant, and let Q ⊂ R n be a cube. 3.2. The fundamental solution. Recall from formula (2.14) that the single layer potential, originally constructed via the Lax-Milgram lemma, has an explicit representation as an integral operator involving the fundamental solution. We will often make use of this representation; thus, we now state the following result of [Bar16] concerning the fundamental solution for higher order operators. 
If 2q = 2 = n + 1 then we instead have the bound
for all δ > 0 and some constant C δ depending on δ.
We have the symmetry property
Furthermore, if |α| = m then
L is any other function that satisfies the bounds (3.7), (3.8) and formula (3.10), then
Here Π L is the Newton potential defined by formula (2.10). We remark that in particular, if ξ is a multiindex with m − 1 ≤ |ξ| ≤ m, and if we let
for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 and (y, s) ∈ R n+1 , and furthermore
In particular, we may apply Lemma 3.5 to the fundamental solution in either the first or second variables. By uniqueness of the fundamental solution, if A is t-independent, and if m − 1 ≤ |ζ| ≤ m and m − 1 ≤ |ξ| ≤ m, then
and so (3.13) However, estimates in terms of the two-sided nontangential maximal operator N * defined in formula (2.5) will also be of use. In particular, in Lemma 3.20 we will pass from bounds on N * (∇ m−1 u) to bounds on A + 2 (t∇ m u), and in Lemma 4.17 we will pass from bounds on N * (∂ m n+1 S Lġ ) to bounds on N + (∇ m S Lġ ). We observe that we may easily translate bounds valid in the upper half space to bounds valid in the lower half space, using the following argument.
Let A − αβ = (−1) αn+1+βn+1 A αβ . Observe that if A is bounded or t-independent then so is A − . Let ϕ and u be scalar valued functions defined on R n+1 and let
. A straightforward change of variables argument establishes that
By the definition (2.11) of the double layer potential and formula (2.12),
where ifḟ =Ṫr m−1 F , thenḟ
We may establish the similar formula
where h − β = (−1) βn+1 h β , using either uniqueness of the fundamental solution, or using formulas (4.5) and (4.6) below.
Thus, we may easily pass from bounds in the upper half space to bounds in the lower half space.
3.4. Nontangential bounds. In Sections 4 and 5 we will use the following two lemmas to establish nontangential bounds.
where Q(x 0 , t 0 ) is the cube in R n with midpoint x 0 and side length t 0 .
Proof. Recall from the definition (2.4) that
: |x − y| < t 0 /3 .
But B((y, t 0 /3), t 0 /6) ⊂ Q(x 0 , t 0 ) × (t 0 /6, t 0 /2), and so
where ω n+1 is the volume of the unit ball in R n+1 , as desired
The following lemma is very useful for bounding solutions in cubes, and in particular in Q(x 0 , t 0 ) × (t 0 /6, 7t 0 /6) or in Q(x 0 , t 0 ) × (−t 0 /2, t 0 /2).
Lemma 3.19. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3).
Let Q ⊂ R n be a cube and let Q = Q × (s 0 − ℓ(Q)/2, s 0 + ℓ(Q)/2) be a cube in R n+1 . Suppose that u ∈Ẇ 2 m (2 Q) and that Lu = 0 in 2 Q. Let 0 ≤ j ≤ m, and let
Proof. Let 0 ≤ k ≤ j. Let ε > 0 be a small positive number and let Q k = (1+kε) Q. By Theorem 3.2,
If (x, t) ∈ Q k+1/2 , then
Thus, by Hölder's inequality
If k ≤ j − 1, then by the Caccioppoli inequality,
Iterating, we see that
A final application of Theorem 3.2 yields that
Letting ε = 1/(j + 1) and so Q j+1 = 2Q completes the proof.
3.5. Area integral bounds. We will use the following lemma to establish the area integral bounds in Theorem 1.25.
Suppose that there is a nonnegative real-valued function ϕ defined on R n , and a family of functionsu Q indexed by cubes Q ⊂ R n , such that if Q ⊂ R n is a cube, then
Then there is some ε > 0 such that
In particular, let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3), and let
, then there is some ε > 0 such that
for any 2 ≤ p < 2 + ε.
We will use the following lemma.
Lemma 3.21 ([Iwa98, Lemma 3.2])
. Suppose that g, h ∈ L q (R n ) are nonnegative real-valued functions, 1 < q < ∞, and that for some C 0 > 0 and for all cubes
Then there exist numbers s > q and C > 0 depending only on n, q and
We remark that the assumption h ∈ L q (R n ) is not necessary; it suffices to require h ∈ L q loc (R n ). To see this, we may, for example, use a local version of this lemma (e.g., [Iwa98, Proposition 6.1]) in larger and larger localized regions.
Proof of Lemma 3.20. We begin with the special case where Lu = 0. By the Caccioppoli inequality,
It is straightforward to bound the right hand side by N * (∇ m−1 (u − u Q )), and so
By assumption, and because 0 < t < ℓ(Q)/4 in the region of integration, we have that
Choosing
we may reduce to the general case.
We now turn to the general case. Let Q ⊂ R n be a cube. By definition of A
We consider the cases t > ℓ(Q)/4 and t ≤ ℓ(Q)/4 separately, sô
The first term satisfieŝ
We have that
By assumption the right hand side is bounded. Thus,
Suppose that x ∈ Q, that t > 0, and that |x − y| < t. Then dist(y, (3/2)Q) ≤ max(0, t − ℓ(Q)/4), and sô
|u(y, t)| 2 1 t n−1 dy dt.
Let G be a grid of (3N/2) n cubes contained in (3/2)Q with side-length ℓ(Q)/N and pairwise-disjoint interiors, for N a large even integer to be chosen momentarily. Then
|u(y, t)| 2 1 t n−1 dy dt
Averaging over all z ∈ R, we see that
and sô
By Lemma 3.21, there is some p > 2 depending on n and C such that
The single layer potential
In this section we will establish the nontangential estimates (1.16-1.17) and area integral estimates (1.26-1.27) on the single layer potential (and modified single layer potential).
We will begin (Sections 4.1 and 4.2) by showing that S L and S
, respectively, and recalling or establishing some bounds on S Lġ and S L ∇ḣ in the casesġ,ḣ ∈ L 2 (R n ). In particular, we will show that the boundary operatorsṪr
2 (R n ) to itself. In Section 4.3, we will show that if the order 2m of the operator L is high enough, then the boundary operatorsṪr
are also bounded from L p (R n ) to itself, for p near but not necessarily equal to 2. In Section 4.4 we will pass to the case of operators L of lower order, and finally in Section 4.5 will pass from boundary estimates to nontangential (and area integral) estimates.
S
L as an operator on L 2 (R n ). Recall from the definition (2.13) that the single layer potential S L was originally defined as an operator from (ẆA
Then by [BHM18, formula (4.5)], we have that
, we have that S Lġ extends to an operator that is bounded from L 2 (R n ) toẆ 2 m (R n ×(a, b)) for any −∞ < a < b < ∞. We have some further properties of S Lġ forġ ∈ L 2 (R n ). By Lemma 3.5 and the bound (3.7), ifġ ∈ L 2 (R n ) is compactly supported then the integral in formula (2.14) for ∇ m S Lġ (x, t) converges absolutely for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 ± ; by density the formula is valid for suchġ. By density, we have that L(S Lġ ) = 0 in the weak sense in R n+1 ± for anyġ ∈ L 2 (R n ). By [BHM17b, Theorem 5.3], and by the bounds (1.23) and (4.1), Lemma 4.4. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3).
If |γ| = m − 1, and ifḣ ∈ L 2 (R n ), then the integral in the definition (2.15) of
If |β| = m and β n+1 ≥ 1, and if h ∈Ḃ
1/2 (R n ), and if
where j is any number with 1 ≤ j ≤ n and with e j ≤ β.
Proof. By Lemma 3.5 and the bound (3.7) or (3.8), if Q ⊂ R n is a cube of side length ℓ > 0, then
± . A straightforward covering argument establishes the local boundedness of ∂ γ S L ∇ . We now turn to formula (4.5). Choose some β with |β| = m and β n+1 ≥ 1. Let ζ + e n+1 = β. If h ∈Ḃ 2,2 −1/2 (R n ), then by formula (2.14) the function −∂ t S L (hė ζ ) satisfies
and by formula (3.13)
Thus, formula (4.5) is valid for all h ∈Ḃ
, by density formula (4.5) is valid for all h ∈ L 2 (R n ). Finally, we turn to formula (4.6). If β n+1 < |β| = m, then there is some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that e j ≤ β.
Recall from the remarks following formula (2.14) that for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 ± , the right hand side converges provided h ∈Ḃ
converges absolutely for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 ± . Thus, we may integrate by parts to see that
If |γ| = m − 1 and 1 ≤ k ≤ n + 1, then
Thus, formula (4.6) is valid. This completes the proof.
We now establish bounds similar to the bounds (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3).
Lemma 4.8. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). For allḣ ∈ L 2 (R n ), we have that
Furthermore, the boundary operatorṪr
Proof. By formula (4.5), ifḣ = hė β for some β with β n+1 ≥ 1, then the theorem follows from the bounds (4.1-4.3). More generally, by [BHM17b, Theorem 5.1] and the bound (1.24), ifḣ ∈ L 2 (R n ), then there are two polynomials P ± of degree m − 1 that satisfy
We need only show that ∇ m−1 P ± = 0. We will consider only P + . Let Q be a cube in R n of side length t. Then
By the given bound on
By the bound (4.7) and Lemma 3.5,
Letting t → ∞, we see that ∇ m−1 P + = 0, as desired.
4.3.
Boundary values and operators of high order. In this section, we will show that if 2m ≥ n + 3, then the boundary operatorsṪr
for some values of p = 2. We will also establish some preliminary nontangential estimates. In Section 4.4 we will show how to generalize to operators of low order, and in Section 4.5 we will pass to nontangential and area integral estimates.
We begin with the purely vertical derivatives.
Lemma 4.12. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m, with 2m ≥ n+3, associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3).
, we have that
Proof. By the bounds (4.3) and (4.11), we have that Tr 
for all t = 0. Taking limits, we see that it suffices to show that the bound
n+1 ϕ for all functions ϕ with weak derivatives of order up to m − 1.
Let |α| = m, and let
Again by formula (4.3), T α is a well-defined, bounded operator on L 2 (R n ). We now show that T α satisfies a weak bound on L 1 (R n ); by interpolation this operator satisfies a strong bound on L q (R n ) for any q in the range 1 < q < 2. Let g ∈ L 1 (R n ). Fix some number µ > 0. We seek to show that
We apply a standard Calderón-Zygmund decomposition to g. That is, there exists a collection {Q i } of closed cubes with pairwise-disjoint interiors, a bounded function s, and unbounded functions u i such that
such that each u i is supported in Q i , and such that the following bounds are valid:
As usual, if |T α g(x)| > µ then either |T α s(x)| > µ/2 or |T α u(x)| > µ/2, where
For almost every x / ∈ ∪ i Q i , we have that s(x) = g(x) and |s(x)| ≤ µ; thus
Applying boundedness of T α on L 2 (R n ), we see that
We now turn to the set |{x ∈ R n : |T α u(x)| > µ/2}|. We have that i |8Q i | ≤ C g L 1 (R n ) /µ, and so we will consider only the set
If x / ∈ Q i , then by formula (2.14),
for any y 0 ; in particular, we choose y 0 to be the midpoint of
We observe that L * w = 0 away from the point (x, t). If 2m ≥ n + 3, then by Theorem 3.2, ∇w is continuous and pointwise bounded away from (x, t), and so if j ≥ 3 then
We change the order of integration and apply Lemma 3.5 to the function v(
. By Hölder's inequality and the bound (3.7),
|T α u| ≤ CˆR n |g| and so
We will now establish nontangential estimates on the purely vertical derivatives of the single layer potential. We observe that the conditions of the following lemma are met when 2m ≥ n + 3, k = m and 2 ≤ q < p < ∞. We will later apply the lemma in the k = 0 and q < 2 cases.
Lemma 4.14. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m, with 2m ≥ n+1, associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). 
which is well defined for all g ∈ L 2 (R n ), extends by density to an operator that is bounded
Then we have the bound
, for some constant C depending only on q, p and the standard parameters.
Similarly, if 1 ≤ k ≤ m, if |α| = m, and if
Proof. Let ζ = α − j e n+1 or ζ = γ − (j − 1) e n+1 , so α = (ζ, j) or γ = (ζ, j − 1). By formulas (2.14) and (2.15) for S L and S L ∇ , and by formula (3.13), we have that
In either case we wish to bound N + (∇ m−k u). Let x 0 ∈ R n . By Lemma 3.18,
Choose some t 0 > 0 and let
By formulas (4.15) and (4.16) and by Hölder's inequality,
and so we may use Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.2 and the bound (3.7) to bound the integral of E L . Thus,
By Lemma 3.19,
The last term is at most CM(Ṫr + m−k u). By Hölder's inequality,
By assumption,
Finally, we consider the term involving ∂ m−k+1 t (u − u Q ). By formula (4.15) or (4.16), for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 ± we have that
Observe that Lu ℓ = 0 away from A ℓ × {0}. If 2m ≥ n + 1 and ℓ ≥ 2, then by Theorem 3.2,
As before, by Hölder's inequality, Lemma 3.5, Theorem 3.2 and the bound (3.7), if
and so by Lemma 3.18,
We have that p > 1 and so M is bounded on L p (R n ), and so M(Ṫr
. Thus, the right-hand side is in L p (R n ) and the proof is complete.
We now extend from boundary values of the purely vertical derivatives to boundary values of the full gradient.
Lemma 4.17. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3).
Then there is some
whenever the right hand side is finite. Similarly, there is some
whenever the right hand side is finite.
Proof. We follow the proof of a similar inequality in [HMM15b, 
, where ℓ = m or ℓ = m − 1. We wish to show that for some p > 2 we have thatṪr
As in the proof of Lemma 3.20, we will use Lemma 3.21. For each cube Q ⊂ R n , letġ Q =ġ1 4Q andġ =ġ Q +ġ Q,f , and let
By the bounds (4.3) and (4.11),
Observe that L(u − u Q ) = 0 in a neighborhood of Q × {0}, and so we may write
By Lemma 3.5,
By Lemma 3.19 and Hölder's inequality,
By the Caccioppoli inequality,
which by the bound (4.1) or (4.9) is at most
An elementary argument shows that
By Hölder's inequality,
which by the bound (4.3) or (4.11) is at most
Thus, we see that
We will use Lemma 3.21. Let g = |Ṫr
u) and let q = 2. Then there is some p > 2 such that
as desired.
4.4.
Reduction to operators of high order. The following formulas were established in [Bar16, BHM17c, BHM17a] and inspired by an argument in [AHMT01, Section 2.2]; we will use them to pass from the case 2m ≥ n + 3 to the general case.
Choose some large number M . There are constants κ ζ such that
, and so we have that κ ζ ≥ 1 for all
that is, L is the operator of order 4M + 2m associated to coefficients A that satisfy
for all nice test functions ϕ and ψ. Observe that A is t-independent and satisfies the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). A precise formula for A may be found in [BHM17c, Lemma 4.21. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3).
Then the bounds (1.16) and (1.17) are valid. That is, there is some number ε > 0 such that the bounds
and
Proof. Let M be large enough that 2 m = 2m + 4M ≥ n + 3, and let L be the operator of order 2 m associated to the coefficients A given by formula (4.18).
By Lemmas 4.12 and 4.14 (with k = m or k = m − 1), and by Section 3.3, we have that the bounds
. Thus, by Lemma 4.17, there is somep > 2 such that if p =p, then
By interpolation, the inequalities (4.22) are valid for all p with 2 ≤ p ≤p. The adjoint operator L * to L is also of the form (1.1), of order 2 m, and associated to t-independent coefficients A * that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Thus, there is somep * > 0 such that the inequalities (4.22) are valid, with L replaced by L * , for all p with 2 ≤ p ≤p * .
By the duality relation (4.13), the inequalities (4.22) (with the original L) are valid for allp ′ * ≤ p ≤p. By Lemma 4.14 (with k = 0), we have that if max(p
An application of formulas (4.19) and (4.20) completes the proof.
As an immediate corollary we have area integral estimates.
Lemma 4.23. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Then the bounds (1.26) and (1.27) are valid. That is, there is some number ε > 0 such that the bounds
are valid whenever 2 − ε < p < 2 + ε.
Proof. The case 2 − ε < p ≤ 2 is known (see formulas (1.23) and (1.24) above). The p > 2 case follows from Lemma 3.20 with
; by the bounds (1.23) and (1.24) and Lemma 4.21, the conditions of the lemma are satisfied with ψ = C|ḣ| or ψ = C|ġ|.
The double layer potential
In this section we will establish the nontangential estimates (1.18-1.19) and the area integral estimates (1.28-1.29) on the double layer potential.
We will begin (Section 5.1) by showing that the boundary valuesṪr m D Aφ anḋ
, for p near 2 and for appropriate inputsφ andḟ . We will then (Section 5.2) establish the nontangential estimate (1.18) on ∇ m D Aφ in the special case where 2m ≥ n + 1. In Section 5.3 we will extend to the case 2m < n + 1. Finally, in Section 5.4, we will complete the proof of Theorem 1.15 by establishing the bounds (1.19) and (1.28-1.29).
5.1. Boundary values of the double layer potential. We begin by bounding the boundary values of the double layer potential.
Lemma 5.1. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Then there is an ε > 0 such that if 2 − ε < p < 2 + ε, then
Proof. By [Bar17] coincides with that in [BHM17b] . Recall from the definition (2.13) of S
Here A 
We now turn to the bound (5.3). We wish to bound Tr + ∂ α D Aφ for all |α| = m. We will need separate arguments for the cases α n+1 < m and α n+1 > 0.
We begin with the case α n+1 < |α| = m; then there is some j with 1 ≤ j ≤ n such that α j ≥ 1, and so α = γ + e j for some multiindex γ with nonnegative entries. Integrating by parts, we have that if
The function ∂ xj h is inḂ
. By duality and by density, we have that
whenever α n+1 < m. Finally, we turn to ∂ m n+1 D
Aφ
. In fact, we will bound ∂ α D Aφ for any α with |α| = m and α n+1 > 0. Recall thatφ =Ṫr m−1 Φ for some Φ ∈Ẇ 2 m (R n+1 ). As in the proof of [BHM17a, formula (6.3)], for almost every (x, t) ∈ R n+1 + , by formulas (2.12) and (3.10) we have that
n+1 is a multiindex with nonnegative entries. By formula (3.13),
, then we may integrate by parts in s to see that
By formulas (2.12) and (2.15), we have that if Φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ) and |γ| = m − 1, then 
Thus, by the bounds (5.2) and (4.22), we have that
whenever α n+1 > 0 and p is sufficiently close to 2. This completes the proof.
5.2. Nontangential estimates for operators of high order. In this section we will establish the bound (1.18) in the special case 2m ≥ n + 1. In Section 5.3 we will pass to the case of lower order operators, and in Section 5.4 we will establish the bounds (1.19), (1.28) and (1.29).
Lemma 5.7. Let L be an operator of the form (1.1) of order 2m ≥ n + 1 associated to t-independent coefficients A that satisfy the bounds (2.2) and (2.3). Then the bound (1.18) is valid; that is, there is some ε > 0 such that if 2 − ε < p < 2 + ε, then
for anyφ =Ṫr m−1 Φ for some Φ smooth and compactly supported.
The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of this lemma. We will apply Lemma 3.18 to ∇ m u, where
be a cube of side length t 0 and with midpoint x 0 . As in the proof of Lemma 4.14, by Lemma 3.
The final term is at most CM(Ṫr
, which we may control using Lemma 5.1 and boundedness of the maximal operator. We will bound the remaining terms much as in the proof of Lemma 4.14. Our first step is to construct an appropriate u Q .
Definition 5.9. Suppose thatφ =Ṫr m−1 Φ for some Φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ), and let R ⊂ R n be a cube. We defineφ R as follows. Let ρ R : R n → [0, ∞) be smooth, supported in (4/3)R and identically equal to 1 in R, and let η : R → [0, ∞) be smooth, supported in (−2, 2) and equal to 1 in (−1, 1) .
By the Poincaré inequality,φ R ∈ẆA
. Furthermore, by formula (2.12) for the double layer potential,
We will use this definition again in the proof of Corollary 5.15. Let u Q = D Aφ 8Q , soφ =φ 8Q in 8Q and L(u−u Q ) = 0 in 8Q×(−4ℓ(Q), 4ℓ(Q)). Let q ≥ 1. We will impose further conditions on q throughout the proof. By Hölder's inequality,
and by Lemma 5.1 and the definition 5.9 ofφ 8Q , if |q − 2| is small enough then
To contend with the remaining terms in the bound (5.8), we will need a decompositionφ = ∞ j=0φj and functions Ψ j such thatṪr m−1 Ψ j =φ j . Let Φ 0 = Φ 8Q andφ 0 =φ 8Q =Ṫr m−1 Φ 0 , and for each j ≥ 1, let Φ j = Φ 2 j+3 Q − Φ 2 j+2 Q andφ j =Ṫr m−1 Φ j =φ 2 j+3 Q −φ 2 j+2 Q , where Φ R andφ R are as in Definition 5.9. Thenφ = ∞ j=0φj , ∇ φ j = outside of (4/3)2 j+3 Q ⊂ 2 j+4 Q, and
for any 1 ≤ p < ∞. Furthermore, if j ≥ 1 thenφ j = 0 in 2 j+2 Q. We will need extensions Ψ j withφ j =Ṫr m−1 Ψ j . We have thatφ j =Ṫr m−1 Φ j ; however, we will need Ψ j to satisfy some bounds in terms of the norms of the boundary valuesφ j , and so we cannot use the obvious extensions Ψ j = Φ j .
We define extensions Ψ j as follows. Let
Let θ : R n → R be smooth, nonnegative, and satisfy the conditions´R n θ = 1, θ(x) = 0 whenever |x| > 1, and´R n x ζ θ(x) dx = 0 for all multiindices ζ ∈ (N 0 ) n with 1 ≤ |ζ| ≤ m − 1. Let θ t (x) = t −n θ(x/t). Define
By the proof of [BHM17c, Lemma 3.3], we have thatṪr
uniformly in t, and so convolution with (∂ ζ θ) t represents a bounded operator on L q (R n ) for any 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞. Using this fact, it is elementary to show that
This is not true of the function Φ j . However, observe that ∇ m H j is not compactly supported. Let Ψ j (x, t) = (H j (x, t) − P j (x, t)) η t 2 j+2 ℓ(Q) + P j (x, t), where η(t) = 1 if |t| ≤ 1 and η(t) = 0 if |t| ≥ 2, and where P j (x, t) is the polynomial of degree m − 1 witĥ
−2 j+3 ℓ(Q) ∇ k (H j (x, t) − P j (x, t)) dt dx = 0 for all 0 ≤ k ≤ m − 1. Observe that H j (x, t) = Ψ j (x, t) whenever |t| < −2 j+2 ℓ(Q). By the Poincaré inequality,´Rn+1
for any 1 ≤ q < ∞.
We now return to the terms in the bound (5.8). By Theorem 3.2, 
By formula (2.12), if |α| = m, x ∈ R n and t > 0, then 
, and so 
Finally, let u f = u − u Q = D A (φ −φ 0 ). By formula (2.12) for the double layer potential, and becauseφ = ∞ j=0φj , we have that
Let x ∈ 2Q and let −ℓ(Q) < t < ℓ(Q). Recall that if j ≥ 1, then ∇ m Ψ j = 0 in {(y, s) : |s| < dist(y, R n \2 j+2 Q)}, and so 1 − A∇ m Ψ j = 0 in 2 j+1 Q×(−2 j ℓ(Q), ∞). for any q sufficiently close to 2. Choosing q < p, we have that by boundedness of the maximal operator M and by Lemma 5.1,
5.3. Reduction to operators of high order. We must now extend to the case of operators of lower order. Recall formulas (4.19) and (4.20). Our goal is to establish an analogous formula for D A . That is, we wish to find an operator O such that
where A is given by formula (4.18). We remark that we will need to take somewhat more care in this case, as the natural domain of D A is notḂ Proof. Recall that by formula (2.12) for the double layer potential
Thus, we need only show that Using this bound, it is straightforward to establish the bounds (1.19)-(1.29).
Corollary 5.15. Let L and A be as in Theorem 1.15. Then the bound (1.19) is valid; that is, there is some ε > 0 such that
if 2 − ε ≤ p < 2 + ε, (5.16) wheneverḟ =Ṫr m−1 F for some F ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ). Furthermore, there is some ε > 0 such that the bounds (1.28) and (1.29) are valid; that is,
if 2 ≤ p < 2 + ε, (5.17)
if 2 ≤ p < 2 + ε, (5.18) wheneverḟ =Ṫr m−1 F andφ =Ṫr m−1 Φ for some F , Φ ∈ C ∞ 0 (R n+1 ).
Proof. We will use Lemma 3.20 to establish the bound (5. 
